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OVERVIEW 
The Philips 80C51MX architecture provides new instructions that allow you to address up to 
8MB code and 8MB data space.  The Philips 80C51MX is fully 8051 code compatible.  In 
addition to the 8051, the Philips 80C51MX offers several new CPU instructions, such as: 
• Universal 3-byte pointer MOV instructions address up to 16MB memory. 
• Extended JMP, CALL, and RET instruction for code branches within the 8MB code space. 
 
Keil Software provides full support for the Philips 80C51MX extensions within the PK51 
Professional Developer’s Kit.  For the Philips 80C51MX architecture, the following tools are 
included in PK51: 
 

Development Tools Description 
CX51 C Compiler 
AX51 Macro Assembler 
LX51 Extended Linker/Locater 
LIBX51 Library Manager 

Development Tools for Philips 80C51MX 
Supports up to 8MB code and 8MB xdata memory.  

 
This Application Note refers to the PK51 Professional Developers Kit Version 7 (or higher) 
where the 80C51MX support has been improved.  The Keil CX51 Compiler is fully upward 
compatible to the Keil C51 Compiler and includes all C51 features and directives.  Therefore 
porting of existing C51 code to the 80C51MX is mainly re-compiling of existing C51 program 
modules.  In addition, the CX51 compiler gives you access to 80C51MX specific features.  The 
new 80C51MX specific options can be summarized as follows: 
• New memory types:  far and const far allow you to define objects in the extended xdata or 

extended code space.  These memory types are directly entered in the C source file. 
• New compiler directive:  STRING (far) locates implicit text strings to the const far memory 

type.  In the µVision2 IDE you can enter this directive under Options for Target – CX51 – 
Misc. 

• New compiler directive:  ROM (HUGE) uses extended JMP, CALL, and RET instructions to 
provide a virtually linear program address space.  In the µVision2 IDE you can enable the 
ROM(HUGE) directive under Options for Target – Target – Code ROM Size. 

• Code Banking lets you port existing 8051 code to the 80C51MX without changing the 
CALL/RET behavior.  In the µVision2 IDE you can enable code banking under Options for 
Target – Target – Code Banking. 

 
The PK51 Professional Developer’s Kit also includes a complete instruction set simulator for the 
Philips 80C51MX devices that provides full peripheral simulation for the 80C51MA, MB, MC 
derivatives.  The extended instruction set simulator is automatically selected when you choose a 
Philips 80C51MX compatible device from the µVision2 Device Database. 
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80C51MX ADDRESS SPACE 
The Philips 80C51MX provides a unified 16 MB address space.  New instructions can access up 
to 16MB memory whereby CODE and XDATA space are mapped into one single address space.  
The stack pointer can be configured as 16-Bit stack pointer that addresses the on-chip RAM area 
in the EDATA memory class. 
 
The Philips 80C51MX memory layout provides a universal memory map that includes all 8051 
memory types in a single 16MB address region.   The memory layout of the Philips 80C51MX is 
shown below: 
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The 80C51MX offers additional CPU instructions that provide a new addressing mode, called 
Universal Pointer Addressing.  Two Universal Pointer registers PR0 and PR1 are available.  PR0 
is composed of registers R1, R2, and R3.  PR1 is composed of registers R5, R6, and R7.  These 
new Universal Pointer registers hold a 24-bit address that is used together with the EMOV 
instruction to address the complete 16MB memory. 
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At the level of the AX51 Assembler and the LX51 Linker/Locater, memory classes identify the 
different physical 80C51MX memory regions.  The CX51 Compiler uses memory types to 
allocate variables into the 80C51MX address space.  All 8051 memory classes are still available 
and are fully compatible with the classic 8051 architecture. The table below shows the memory 
classes and memory types used for programming the 80C51MX architecture. 
 

Memory 
Class 

CX51  
Memory Type 

Address Range Description 

DATA data 7F0000 – 7F007F Direct addressable on-chip RAM. 

BIT bit, bdata 7F0020 – 7F002F Bit-addressable RAM; accessed bit instructions. 

IDATA idata 7F0000 – 7F00FF Indirect addressable on-chip RAM; can be accessed with 
@R0 or @R1. 

EDATA far 7F0000 – 7FFFFF Complete on-chip RAM; can be used as stack space or can 
be accessed with @PR0 or @PR1. 

XDATA xdata 000000 – 00FFFF 64 KB RAM (read/write access).  Accessed with MOVX 
instruction. 

HDATA far 000000 – 7FFFFF 8MB RAM (read/write access).  Accessed by CX51 with 
EMOV instructions. 

CODE 
CONST 

code 800000 – 80FFFF Classic 8051 compatible 64 KB ROM (only read access 
possible).  Used for program code or constants.  

ECODE --- 800000 – FFFFFF 8 MB ROM (only read access possible). 

HCONST const far 800000 – FFFFFF 8 MB ROM.  Same as ECODE, this class is used by the 
CX51 Compiler for constants.  

BANK 0  
… 

BANK 63 

--- 800000 – BFFFFF 
 

Code Banks allow you to use classic 8051 instructions 
within existing assembler modules.  The LX51 linker/locater 
inserts automatically EJMP instructions and provides 
access to up to 4MB CODE address space. 

The CX51 compiler limits the object size of far and const far variables to 64KB-1. 
A far object is located  within a 64KB memory segment. This avoids code overhead and 

 allows to use all C run-time library functions with far variables. 

EMOV INSTRUCTION:  UNIVERSAL POINTER ACCESS 
The Universal 3-byte pointer EMOV instructions offer C programs the following benefits: 
• All 8051 memory areas  CODE, IDATA, XDATA can be addressed with the same 

instruction.  The compiler needs no library code to encode 3-byte pointer operations. 
• With the EMOV instructions it is possible to address around 8MB RAM (extended XDATA) 

space, 8MB ROM (extended CODE) space.  In addition the 80C51MX provides an extended 
16-bit stack pointer that addresses an additional on-chip RAM (extended DATA) space. 

 
The Keil CX51 compiler uses the EMOV instructions of the 80C51MX for all 3-byte generic 
pointer accesses operations.  The compiler offers new memory types far and const far that 
locates variables in the 16MB address space.   
 
The CX51 compiler directive STRING (far) lets you locate implicit strings to the const far 
memory area.  In this way, you can free code memory that was used in the classic 8051 for text 
constants.  When you port existing C51 code you may free up code space by using this directive 
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and still use the CX51 directive ROM(LARGE) to generate compact program code with 
LCALL/LJMP instructions. 
 
Compared to the Keil C51 compiler that uses run-time library functions for 3-byte generic 
pointer accesses, the code generate by Keil CX51 compiler contains considerably fewer CALL 
instructions.  When you recompile existing C51 programs with the CX51 compiler, the programs 
show typically a code size reduction of 1 to 2KB in the run-time library section.  The following 
listing compares the code generated by C51 and CX51. 
 

1 struct e {
2 unsigned char e1;
3 unsigned char e2;
4 };
5
6 struct e *ep;
7 int *ip;
8 int i;
9 char *cp;
10
11 void func (void) {
12 1 i = *ip;
13 1 *ip = ep->e1 + ep->e2;
14 1 cp[3] = cp[2];
15 1 }

CX51 Assembler Code C51 Assembler Code

12 1 i = *ip; 12 1 i = *ip;
0000 AB00 R MOV R3,ip 0000 AB00 R MOV R3,ip
0002 AA00 R MOV R2,ip+01H 0002 AA00 R MOV R2,ip+01H
0004 A900 R MOV R1,ip+02H 0004 A900 R MOV R1,ip+02H
0006 A548 EMOV A,@PR0+00H 0006 120000 E LCALL ?C?ILDPTR
0008 F500 R MOV i,A 0009 F500 R MOV i+01H,A
000A A549 EMOV A,@PR0+01H 000B 85F000 R MOV i,B
000C F500 R MOV i+01H,A
13 1 *ip = ep->e1 + ep->e2; 13 1 *ip = ep->e1 + ep->e2;

000E AB00 R MOV R3,ep 000E AB00 R MOV R3,ep
0010 AA00 R MOV R2,ep+01H 0010 AA00 R MOV R2,ep+01H
0012 A900 R MOV R1,ep+02H 0012 A900 R MOV R1,ep+02H
0014 A549 EMOV A,@PR0+01H 0014 900001 MOV DPTR,#01H
0016 FF MOV R7,A 0017 120000 E LCALL ?C?CLDOPTR
0017 A548 EMOV A,@PR0 001A FF MOV R7,A
0019 2F ADD A,R7 001B 120000 E LCALL ?C?CLDPTR
001A FE MOV R6,A 001E 2F ADD A,R7
001B E4 CLR A 001F FF MOV R7,A
001C 33 RLC A 0020 E4 CLR A
001D AB00 R MOV R3,ip 0021 33 RLC A
001F AA00 R MOV R2,ip+01H 0022 AB00 R MOV R3,ip
0021 A900 R MOV R1,ip+02H 0024 AA00 R MOV R2,ip+01H
0023 A558 EMOV @PR0,A 0026 A900 R MOV R1,ip+02H
0025 CE XCH A,R6 0028 8FF0 MOV B,R7
0026 A559 EMOV @PR0+01H,A 002A 120000 E LCALL ?C?ISTPTR
14 1 cp[3] = cp[2]; 14 1 cp[3] = cp[2];

0028 AB00 R MOV R3,cp 002D AB00 R MOV R3,cp
002A AA00 R MOV R2,cp+01H 002F AA00 R MOV R2,cp+01H
002C A900 R MOV R1,cp+02H 0031 A900 R MOV R1,cp+02H
002E A54A EMOV A,@PR0+02H 0033 900002 MOV DPTR,#02H
0030 A55B EMOV @PR0+03H,A 0036 120000 E LCALL ?C?CLDOPTR
15 1 } 0039 900003 MOV DPTR,#03H

0032 22 RET 003C 020000 E LJMP ?C?CSTOPTR
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EXPAND PROGRAM CODE 
The PK51 Professional Developers Kit Version 7 offers you two ways to use the extended 
program code space of your 80C51MX system. 

ROM(HUGE) COMPILER DIRECTIVE 
The CX51 Compiler directive ROM(HUGE) generates ECALL and ERET instructions for 
function calls and returns.  This gives you a clean programming model where you can generate 
program code up to 8MB.  When you start new 80C51MX applications you should use this 
directive. 
 
The CX51 Compiler automatically assigns the program code to correct memory regions.  
Typically the program code is located to the memory class ECODE.  Only, when a function 
accesses variables that are defined with the memory type code, the program code must be located 
to the memory class CODE.  This is required since the same 64KB memory segment for program 
code must be used as for the 8051 compatible code constants. 
 
If you are using many strings in your application you should also apply the CX51 Compiler 
directive STRING(far).  This will locate text strings to the const far memory class and avoids 
that the compiler needs to locate program code into the memory class CODE. 

CODE BANKING 
The LX51 Linker/Locater can also expanded program memory via the code banking mechanism 
known from the classic 8051 architecture.  This technique is useful for existing assembler code 
and C51 source code.  Code banking is useful for existing C51 applications and has the following 
benefits: 
• An assembler programmer needs not to take care of near and far function call attributes.  

The stack overhead is minimal since bank returns are only used when the program is crossing 
a bank. 

• Existing assembler programs can be re-linked and can grow beyond the 64KB limit.  No or 
only minimal assembler source code modifications are required. 

• The common space is used for frequently used C51 run-time library functions.  Since the 
instruction encoding for LCALL is 3 bytes (vs. ECALL 5 bytes), code space for the library 
CALLs is reduced.  Typical size for the common code is 1 .. 4 KB.  This common code 
overhead is compensated due to reduced instruction length for library calls and function calls 
to different modules. 

Routines that are heavily used in your application, but are compact should be located into the 
common area (CODE memory class).  The CODE memory class is automatically duplicated into 
the code banks.  In this way you can avoid bank switches. 
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EXPAND VARIABLE SPACE 
Variables can be located in the expanded 80C51MX memory by using the CX51 memory types 
far and const far.  Example: 
unsigned int far array[0x4000];

struct s {
int l;
float f[3];
unsigned char a[10];

};

struct s far sarr1[1000];

A single object (array or struct) can be up to 64KB and will be located within a 64KB segment.  
This may sound like a restriction, but is essential when far variables should be used with 
standard C51 run-time library functions.  Due to this restriction all C run library functions can be 
used with far variables.  This includes functions like sprintf, scanf, memmove and memset.  In 
real applications the LX51 linker/locater will fill the memory classes so that almost no gaps 
exist. 

HUGE VARIABLES 
If your application requires huge memory objects, you may define them with separate far 
variables as outlined in the example below.  With a simply const far struct it is possible to 
address such objects as if they would belong to the same variable.  So even with the restriction of 
64KB objects it is possible to define struct or arrays that are bigger than 64KB.  Example: 
 
struct s {
int l;
float f[3];
unsigned char a[10];

};

struct s far sarr1[1000];
extern struct s far sarr2[1000]; // since each module is limited to 64KB far variables
extern struct s far sarr3[1000]; // it might be required to define some variables as

// extern.

struct s far * const far hsarr [] = { sarr1, sarr2, sarr3 };

void func (unsigned int i, unsigned char j) {
hsarr[1][5].l = 4;
if (hsarr[j][i].f[1] == 4.0) {
hsarr[j+3][i].a[2] = 5;

}
}

FIXED MEMORY POOL 
In some applications with huge data requirements the method described above might be not 
appropriate.  For example if your application requires 19000 records of a 20 byte struct the 
method described above is not applicable.  In this situations, you implement a fixed memory pool 
as explained in the program example  .\C51\EXAMPLES\Philips 80C51MX\Large Mem Pool. 
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In this example, a small assembler function called pRecord generates a pointer to a 20 byte 
object that resides within a 64KB page.  This assembler function is part of the C module 
POOL.C that also creates the memory pool with the requested size.  With this memory pool 
function pRecord, you can easily address in C programs large amount of data without scarifying 
the code efficiency of the 80C51MX program.  Example: 

#include "record.h"
#include <REG51M.H>

float f;

void main (void) {
RECORD far *p1;
RECORD far *p2;

p1 = pRecord(14000); // Address Record #14000
p1->c0 = 5;
p1->f = 14000.0;
p1->i[0] = 0;
p1->i[1] = 1;
p1->i[2] = 2;
p1->i[3] = 3;
p1->i[4] = 4;

p2 = pRecord(13000); // Address Record #13000
*p2 = *p1; // copy records
p2->f = 13000.0;
p2->next = p1;

f = p2->next->f;
while (1);

}

LINEAR VARIALBE ADDRESSING 
In some applications it is required to copy memory images or initialize large amount of memory.  
Even this can be done using far pointers.  For optimum code efficiency the Keil CX51 Compiler 
modifies just the 16-bit pointer offset value in normal address arithmetic (i.e. pointer additions 
with int values).  But, when you are using long values the complete 24-bit pointer value is 
calculated.  This is outline in the example below: 

/* hmemcpy: copy huge memory images */
void hmemcpy (void far *p1, void far *p2, unsigned long siz) {
while (siz) {
*((char far *)p1) = *((char far *)p2);
((char far *) p1) += 1L; // linear address is possible by long values
((char far *) p2) += 1L;
siz--;

}
}

void main (void) {
char far *p;

// clear memory region 0x80000 .. 0x100000
for (p = ((char far *) 0x80000); p != ((char far *) 0x100000); p += 1L) {
*p = 0;

}

// copy 0x80000 bytes from address 0x900000 to address 0x100000
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hmemcpy (0x100000, 0x900000, 0x80000);
}

ADDRESSING ABSOLUTE VARIABLES 
Absolute variables can be accessed using the macros FVAR, FARRAY, FCVAR and 
FCARRAY.  These macros are fully documented in the Cx51 Compiler User’s Guide, Chapter 
9, Absolute Memory Access Macros.  The example below shows the usage. 
 
#define IOVAL FVAR (unsigned char, 0x14FFE) // BYTE at address 0x14FFE

unsigned char v;

void main (void) {
v = IOVAL; // read
IOVAL = 0x10; // write

}

USING THE µVISION2 SIMULATOR WITH LARGE MEMORY 
The µVision2 simulator tracks all memory accesses of your application.  By default, the 
following memory is mapped for the 80C51MX application: 
0x000000 - 0x00FFFF read write
0x7F0000 - 0x7F03FF read write
0x800000 - 0x80FFFF exec read

In addition the simulator maps all areas that are used by far variables or program code.  However 
memory accesses outside the defined memory objects is trapped with ERROR 65: access 
violation.  In this cases you may need to map memory as explained in the Getting Started with 
µVision2 User’s Guide, Chapter 5, Tips and Tricks, Simulating External I/O Devices.  A file that 
contains MAP commands can be specified in the µVision2 IDE under Options for Target – 
Debug – Initalization File.  This file may contain the following map commands: 
MAP 0x000000, 0x3FFFFF read write
MAP 0x800000, 0x9FFFFF exec read

MIGRATE C51 PROGRAMS TO THE PHILIPS 80C51MX 
Existing C51 programs can be directly re-compiled with the CX51 Compiler.  Unless the 
program space is less than 64KB they are executable without modifications.  If you are using 
some of the new CX51 features you need to verify your program code as outlined in the 
following table. 

CX51 Feature Verify existing C51 program code for… 
ROM(HUGE) … function pointers that are defined as memory typed pointers with the code attribute.  For 

example:  void (code * p) (void);  These pointers are still 2-byte pointers and need to be 
replaced with generic pointers, i.e.  void (* p) (void); 

STRING(far) … implicit strings cannot be not accessed with memory typed code pointers, since they are no 
longer stored in code memory.  You should use generic or far pointers to access strings. 
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STARTUP CODE 
The file START_MX.A51 provides a fully configurable startup file for Philips 80C51MX 
devices.  This file allows you to configure chip specific options and provides other configuration 
options known from the standard STARTUP.A51 file.  If you are using the ROM(HUGE) 
directive or code banking it is required that you enable Extended Addressing Mode (EAM = 1) 
and configure the device for Extended Interrupt Frame (EIFM = 1). 

EXAMPLE PROGRAMS 
The Keil PK51 Professional Developers Kit comes with several example programs that allow 
you to get started quickly with a Philips 80C51MX project.  The following table summarizes this 
example programs. 

Philips 80C51MX Example Folder Shows how to … 
.\C51\EXAMPLES\Philips 80C51MX\Asm … write assembler programs with new MX instructions. 

.\C51\EXAMPLES\Philips 80C51MX\C Linear Rom … the ROM(HUGE) CX51 compiler directive. 

.\C51\EXAMPLES\Philips 80C51MX\Large Mem Pool … implement a memory pool with more than 64KB and 
fixed element size. 

.\C51\EXAMPLES\Philips 80C51MX\C Banking … use code banking. 

CONCLUSION 
The Keil PK51 Professional Developers Kit allows you to take full advantage of the Philips 
80C51MX architecture.  The CX51 compiler provides complete support for the extended address 
space of the 80C51MX device.  The compiler generates very compact code and allows you to 
migrate existing C51 applications to the advanced Philips 80C51MX architecture.  The µVision2 
Debugger/Simulator contains full simulation support of the available 80C51MA, MB, MC 
devices. 
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